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US Futures-World Markets: S&P futures trade higher on strong corporate earnings with technology stocks 
leading the way. I’ll continue to harp on the fact that analyst estimates were too low for Q4. There is a belief 
that fiscal stimulus is coming, it’s just a matter of timing and how big. GameStop is like that drunk guy at the 
party who is slurring his words but keeps trying to get everyone to do tequila shots. Just go to bed already, 
GameStop!!  Google (I refuse to call it Alphabet) is higher pre-market (+6%) on strong sales growth. Chipotle 
is lower on weaker than expected sales. The big news is Jeff Bezos stepping down as CEO of Amazon to focus 
on other projects. He’ll still be executive chairman, but it shows how much the cloud business matters. I’m 
still unsure why investors are ranting about Robinhood selling their order flow to firms like Citadel. Know the 
rules before you play the game, or just subscribe to The Morning CORE. How do you think we got to free 
trading commissions? Everyone does it. Schwab, TD Ameritrade, etc. Anyone else find it funny that Treasury 
Secretary Janet Yellen received $700,000 in speaking fees from Citadel, but now wants to figure out this day-
trading madness. Talk about comical. Although having a socialist as our budget chairman in the Senate tops 
it. Retail investors have been a tailwind for stocks since the pandemic. Will corporate buybacks pick up slack 
when vaccinations are widespread?  S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: +9.19, 10-Yr Yield: 1.114%. 
 
CORE Headlines: 

 Senate passed procedural vote on budget resolution and will vote on actual budget resolution 
Thursday which will open up reconciliation process for stimulus bill.-Bberg 

 Senator Joe Manchin (D-WV) wants stimulus bill to be done in a bipartisan way and says funding for 
state and local governments is "way too high."-TheHill 

 Alibaba (BABA) aiming to raise $5 bln through bond offerings (company announced offering for an 
undisclosed amount last night).-WSJ 

 Biden's admin has started discussions with the utility and automobile sectors about reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions, White House domestic climate change adviser Gina McCarthy told Reuters. 

 Following a year of grim losses amid pandemic lockdowns that dented demand for fuel as people 
stuck close to home, the largest U.S. independent refiners are promoting plans to boost production of 
renewable fuels.-Reuters (If you can’t beat ‘em, join ‘em. Bugs Bunny clip https://bit.ly/36ClPyX ) 

 “Anti-vaccine activists have expanded their reach by joining forces with anti-mask advocates and 
others dedicated to what they call ‘health freedom,’ a sign of mistrust in government that is 
complicating efforts to tackle the pandemic.”-WSJ (good luck) 

 TSLA chief Elon Musk will take a break from TWTR—where he has almost 45M followers and is known 
for an unconventional approach that sometimes goes into a legal gray zone—after recent tweets 
helped drive rallies in GME and Bitcoin.-WSJ 

 Wood-pulp prices are soaring because of speculators in China, with help from paper takeout 
containers, a weaker dollar, and people using restrooms at home instead of at the office.-WSJ 

 A flurry of developments in Covid vaccine production and distribution could mean a bigger boost to 
supplies than was expected even days ago, with MRNA asking regulators to approve a proposal to fill 
space in vials with 50 percent more doses.-NYT 
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 The Biden administration will release $1.3B in aid that Puerto Rico can use to protect against future 
climate disasters, and remove spending restrictions put in place by the Trump administration to help 
the island after Hurricane Maria in 2017.-NYT 

 Defense experts believe China’s military forays into Taiwan’s airspace underscore the growing 
military rivalry between Washington and Beijing, and show the Chinese military’s need for a location 
to train for larger missions using sophisticated equipment.-FT 

 With Biden canceling the controversial Keystone XL pipeline amid a growing push to curb the growth 
of the oil and gas industry, energy companies are facing the reality that the era of building big new 
pipelines has probably ended.-FT (I’m sure Russia and Saudi Arabia are relieved by this decision.) 

 Tastyworks holds the No. 1 spot overall in this year's Investor's Business Daily Best Online Brokers 
survey—it debuted last year at the No. 3 spot out of 10 brokers surveyed in terms of overall Customer 
Experience Index score.-IBD 

 
Interesting Reads/Charts: 

 USA Today: How to get a bigger, quicker tax refund http://bit.ly/3cDE9eW  
 AD: Is this what the office of the future looks like? http://bit.ly/3oFxByJ  
 ABC: Are acronyms a symbol of white supremacy? https://abc7ne.ws/36DrdSt (This isn’t from The 

Onion.) 
 Axios: Uber buying booze delivery company Drizly for $1.1 billion http://bit.ly/39J0PID (Interesting 

business model. I assumed that it was like Uber Eats for booze.) 
 
All charts from The Daily Shot: https://thedailyshot.com/  
 
US January automobile sales exceeded forecasts. 
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US automotive products international trade hit a record at the end of last year. 

 
Source: S&P Global Market Intelligence    
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some updates on housing. 

• According to the AEI Housing Center, home price appreciation (HPA) is approaching 14% (per year). 

 
Source: AEI Housing Center    
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Below is the breakdown by price tier. 

 
Source: AEI Housing Center    
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• The Evercore ISI Homebuilders Survey hit a record high. 

 
Source: Evercore ISI   
 
some updates on inflation. 
  

• Will home price appreciation boost rent inflation and owners’ equivalent rent (OER) costs? Rent has 
been a significant drag on the CPI. 

 
Source: Pantheon Macroeconomics    
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Rising output prices in China could also push US inflation higher. 

 
Source: @JeffreyKleintop    
 
take a look at the labor market. 

• US semiconductor employment never recovered after the dot-com crash. 

 
Source: TS Lombard    
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 Cannabis stocks soared on Tuesday. 

 
Source: MarketWatch   Read full article    
  

 

   
Source: Markets Insider   Read full article    
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And Ark Innovation ETF is surging again. 

 
 
Short futures bets among asset managers are back near-decade lows, while risk positioning is at an 
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extreme. (Can you blame them?) 

 
Source: BCA Research   
 
Choppy returns ahead? 

 
Source: LPL Research   
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The largest silver ETF tumbled on Tuesday as the Reddit (retail) trade soured. 
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OPEC’s output has been climbing for months, but the January increase was lower than expected. 

 
Source: @TheTerminal, Bloomberg Finance L.P.    
  
Crude oil prices rose. 
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The US dollar is holding resistance. (Dead cat bounce or breakout?) 

 
Source: barchart.com    
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US household bills: 

 
Source: doxo    
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Stock ownership trends by educational attainment:  

 
Source: Heisenberg Report    
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US population growth: (Demographics matter!! Not a good chart. Can politicians ever figure out 
immigration? It would solve our demographic issue.) 

 
Source: Wells Fargo Securities    
 

 
Nothing on this email/website constitutes legal, tax, accounting, or other professional expert advice. 
When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not 
indicative of future results. 
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